
Up to 20 guests.
Trestle table set up bar.
3 hours service.
1 bartender.
30 minutes set up prior event (outside service time).
30 minutes pack down post event (outside service time).
30km travel distance included (charged $0.72 per km thereafter. Tolls
are an additional charge).
50L esky filled with cocktail ice.
60 cocktails (alcohol not included).
1-2 options of cocktails (unlimited to choose from).
High quality and fresh cocktail garnishes and house-made mixers
(including East Coast fresh lemon and lime juice).
Cocktail, wine and water glassware.
Cocktail shakers .
Cocktail gear (pourers, nips, stirring spoon, bar blade, corkscrew, bar
mat).
6L water dispenser, topped up during the night.
Personalised bar sign (typed or handwritten at discretion of TTB)
Self contained glass cleaner with drying cloths and drying mats
1 trestle table clean up station
Disposable cups to be served 30 minutes prior to service end.

Perfect for MINI events or for cocktail service at the start of a guest BYO
event.

THE MINI - FROM $490

Below is a breakdown of each package and
everything that is included in the price.

TIPSY TWO

BARTENDING

THE PACKAGES
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21 to 50 guests.
Trestle table set up bar (*can potentially be alternated with
the timber bar for an added cost)
5 hours service - can be changed if required. please specify
on contact.
2 bartenders.
1 Hour set up prior event (outside service time).
1 Hour pack down post event (outside service time).
30km travel distance included (charged $0.72 per km
thereafter. Tolls are an additional charge).
70L esky filled with cocktail ice.
70 cocktails (alcohol not included).
1-2 options of cocktails (unlimited to choose from).
High quality and fresh cocktail garnishes and house-made
mixers (including East Coast fresh lemon and lime juice).
Cocktail, wine and water glassware.
Cocktail shakers .
Cocktail gear (pourers, nips, stirring spoon, bar blade,
corkscrew, bar mat).
6L water dispenser, topped up during the night.
Personalised bar sign (typed or handwritten at discretion of
TTB)
Self contained glass cleaner with drying cloths and drying
mats
1 trestle table clean up station
Disposable cups to be served 30 minutes prior to service
end.

Perfect for those backyard events or intimate functions including
Birthdays, Christenings, Weddings and Engagements.

THE SMALL - FROM $770
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51 to 80 guests.
Timber pull-apart bar set up with under bar storage and ice
well. Perfectly hides the messy parts of making cocktails.
5 hours service - can be changed if required. please specify
on contact.
2 bartenders.
1 Hour set up prior event (outside service time).
1 Hour pack down post event (outside service time).
30km travel distance included (charged $0.72 per km
thereafter. Tolls are an additional charge).
70L esky filled with cocktail ice.
105 cocktails (alcohol not included).
2-3 options of cocktails (unlimited to choose from).
High quality and fresh cocktail garnishes and house-made
mixers (including East Coast fresh lemon and lime juice).
Cocktail, wine and water glassware.
Cocktail shakers .
Cocktail gear (pourers, nips, stirring spoon, bar blade,
corkscrew, bar mat).
6L water dispenser, topped up during the night.
Personalised bar sign (typed or handwritten at discretion of
TTB)
Self contained glass cleaner with drying cloths and drying
mats
1 trestle table clean up station
Disposable cups to be served 30 minutes prior to service
end.

Perfect for those backyard events or medium sized functions
including Birthdays, Work functions, Weddings and
Engagements.

THE MEDIUM - FROM $965
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81 to 110 guests.
Timber pull-apart bar set up with under bar storage and ice
well. Perfectly hides the messy parts of making cocktails.
5 hours service - can be changed if required. please specify
on contact.
2-3 bartenders. Requirement decided by TTB.
1.5 Hour set up prior event (outside service time).
1 Hour pack down post event (outside service time).
30km travel distance included (charged $0.72 per km
thereafter. Tolls are an additional charge).
120L esky filled with cocktail ice.
150 cocktails (alcohol not included).
3-4 options of cocktails (unlimited to choose from).
High quality and fresh cocktail garnishes and house-made
mixers (including East Coast fresh lemon and lime juice).
Cocktail, wine and water glassware.
Cocktail shakers .
Cocktail gear (pourers, nips, stirring spoon, bar blade,
corkscrew, bar mat).
10L water dispenser, topped up during the night.
Personalised bar sign (typed or handwritten at discretion of
TTB)
Self contained glass cleaner with drying cloths and drying
mats
1 trestle table clean up station
Disposable cups to be served 30 minutes prior to service
end.

Perfect for those Work functions, Birthday celebrations
Weddings and Engagement parties

THE LARGE - FROM $1,190
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111 to 150 guests.
Timber pull-apart bar set up with under bar storage and ice
well. Perfectly hides the messy parts of making cocktails.
5 hours service - can be changed if required. please specify
on contact.
3 bartenders. 
1.5 Hour set up prior event (outside service time).
1 Hour pack down post event (outside service time).
30km travel distance included (charged $0.72 per km
thereafter. Tolls are an additional charge).
190L esky filled with cocktail ice.
200 cocktails (alcohol not included).
3-4 options of cocktails (unlimited to choose from).
High quality and fresh cocktail garnishes and house-made
mixers (including East Coast fresh lemon and lime juice).
Cocktail, wine and water glassware.
Cocktail shakers .
Cocktail gear (pourers, nips, stirring spoon, bar blade,
corkscrew, bar mat).
1 x 10L  + 1 x 6L water dispenser, topped up during the night.
Personalised bar sign (typed or handwritten at discretion of
TTB)
Self contained glass cleaner with drying cloths and drying
mats
2 trestle table clean up stations
Disposable cups to be served 30 minutes prior to service
end.

Perfect for those Work functions,  Large Engagement parties
and Weddings. 

THE EXTRA LARGE - FROM $1,970
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Cocktail add-ons for any of the packages above
available on request (add 25, 50, 70 or 100 cocktails).
A quick post-wedding ceremony cocktail only station
before the reception. Keeping your guests hydrated
and entertained while you're away having photos.
Cocktails made ready for service when guests arrive to
grab & go. Usually 2 hours. 
Cocktails Jugs or Mocktails.
Cocktail Jugs made ready for after service to be left on
premise for guests to enjoy the rest of the night.
No cocktails, just beer and wine service.

Get in touch with us if you wanted something custom.
Make sure you include as much detail as possible.

This could be;

THE CUSTOM - PRICE ON REQUEST

Tipsy Two Bartending

For any Package get in touch via the Contact Us page at
www.tipsytwobartending.com and be sure to include as
much detail as possible.


